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Welcome to Figure Drawing with Virtual Models: Getting the Most Out of Poser Figure Artist. This book is intended to be your guide to the use of virtual models as a reference tool for the creation of works of art. Recent advancements in technology have made it possible for artists to have good-quality figure reference at their fingertips almost anytime that they need it. This new technology offers great opportunity to study and learn about the human figure in ways that were never available before.

Figure drawing is an old, well-established aspect of art. It has been around for centuries, dating all the way back to the earliest cave paintings. As art has advanced over the ages, artists have spent countless hours trying to master the drawing of the figure. Today, the demand for believable figure art has never been stronger.

The very best way to learn how to draw the human figure is to draw from the real thing, either by hiring a model or attending a life drawing class. However, having a live model available every time an artist needs to draw or paint a picture is impractical. Because of the limitations surrounding live models, artists have resorted to using wooden manikins to help with proportions or to buying action figures. Although these tools are okay, they really don’t have the detail that an artist needs to understand the figure. Therefore, a better method of helping artists was needed. Figure Artist is not the perfect substitute for a live model, but it may be the best solution yet.

Figure Artist, in conjunction with solid art training, is a very good tool for exploring the human form. This book is designed to help you learn how to use virtual models as you work to gain mastery of the human figure. It covers many basic figure-drawing aspects, so even if you are a beginner, you will be able to follow the lessons and instructions on your path to better drawing.
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Fitness For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The latest and greatest in getting fit and staying that way!


	Fitness For Dummies, 4th Edition, provides the latest information and advice for properly shaping, conditioning, and strengthening your body to enhance overall fitness and health. With the help of fitness professionals Suzanne Schlosberg and Liz Neporent,...
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A Theory of Distributed ObjectsSpringer, 2004
Distributed and communicating objects are becoming ubiquitous. In global, Grid and Peer-to-Peer computing environments, extensive use is made of objects interacting through method calls. So far, no general formalism has been proposed for the foundation of such systems.

Caromel and Henrio are the first to define a calculus for distributed...
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Migrating from Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 to Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get real-world guidance—direct from the Microsoft Windows Server 2003  team—for planning and deploying an upgrade from Windows NT 4.o to Windows Server  2003 for your small or medium-sized business. This book delivers  straightforward, step-by-step instructions on how to upgrade to an Active  Directory directory service environment;...
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Sams Teach Yourself Database Programming with Visual C++ 6 in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 1998
In only 21 days, you'll have all the skills you need to get up and running efficiently. With this complete tutorial, you'll master the basics of database programming and then move on to the more advanced features and concepts. Understand the fundamentals of database programming in Visual C++. Master all the new and advanced database features that...
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Biochemistry, Seventh EditionW. H. Freeman, 2010

	In writing this seventh edition of Biochemistry, we

	have balanced the desire to present up-to-the minute

	advances with the need to make biochemistry as clear

	and engaging as possible for the student approaching

	the subject for the first time. Instructors and students

	have long relied on Biochemistry for:
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iPhone: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2007
As you'd expect of Apple, the iPhone is gorgeous. iPhone: The Missing Manual is a book as breathtaking as its subject. Teeming with high-quality color graphics, each custom designed page helps you accomplish specific tasks -- everything from Web browsing to watching videos. Written by New York Times columnist and Missing Manual series creator David...
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